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Abst rac t - - In  t his paper, by using a resolvent operator technique of maximal monotone mappings 
and the property of a fixed-point set of set-valued contractive mappings, we study the behavior and 
sensitivity of the solutions of the p~rametric completely generalized strongly nonlinear implicit quasi- 
variational inclusion in Hi]bert space. Our r~ults extend, improve, and unify the previously many 
results in this field. @ 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
It  is well known that variational inequality theory and complementarity problem theory play 
an important and fundamental role in the study of a wide class of problems arising in differen- 
tial equations, mechanics, physics, optimization and control, nonlinear programming, economics 
and transportation equilibrium, and engineering sciences, etc. (see [1-12]). A useful and impor- 
tant generalization of variational inequality is called the quasi-variational inclusion. Ding [13], 
Huang [14], and Noor [15] have used the resolvent operator techniques of maximal monotone 
mappings to study the existence of quasi-variational inclusions. 
Sensitivity analysis of a solution set for variational inequalities has been studied by many 
authors. Dafermos [16], Mukherjee and Berma [17], Noor [18], and Yen [19] used the projection 
technique to deal with the sensitivity analysis of solutions for variational inequalities with single- 
valued mappings. Robinson [20] used the implicit function approach with normal mappings 
and studied the sensitivity analysis of solutions for variational inequalities in finite-dimensional 
spaces. By using resolvent operator technique, Adly [21], Noor and Noor [22], Agrawal, Cho 
and Huang [23], and Noor [24] study the sensitivity analysis of solutions for the quasi-variational 
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inclusions with single-valued mappings; Ding [25] studied the behavior and sensitivity analysis 
of solutions for generalized nonlinear implicit quasi-variational inclusions; Liu, Debnath, Kang 
and Ume [26] studied the behavior and sensitivity analysis of solutions for parametric completely 
generalized nonlinear implicit quasi-variational inclusions. 
Inspired and motivated by recent research works in this field, in this paper, by using implicit 
resolvent operator technique and the property of fixed-point set of set-valued contractive map- 
pings, we study the behavior and sensitivity analysis of solutions of a new class of parametric 
completely generalized strongly nonlinear implicit quasi-variational inclusions with multivalued 
and single-valued nonlinear mappings in Hilbert space. Our results extend, improve, and unify 
the corresponding results in [23-26] and the references therein. 
2. PREL IMINARIES  AND DEF IN IT IONS 
Let H be a real Hilbert space with norm and inner product denoted by [I'[[ and (-,-), respec- 
tively. Let C(H) denote the families of all nonsmpty compact subsets of H, and/~(., .) denote 
the Hausdorff metric on C(H) defined by 
B) = m= sup d(A,b)}, tooA VA, B C(H), 
where d(a, B) = infbcB [[a -- b][, d(a, b) = inf~e)~ []a - b]]. 
Let F be a nonempty open subset of H in which the parameter A takes values, N, M : H x H x 
F --~ H, m, 9 : HxF  ~ H be single-valued mappings, and A, B, C, D, E, F, G: HxF  --~ C(H) 
be multivalued mappings. Let W : H x H x F ---~ 2// be a set-valued mapping such that 
for each given (z, A) C H x r,  w(.,  z, A) : H ~ 2 H is a maximal monotone mapping with 
(E(H, A) - re(H, A)) n dora W(., z, A) # 0. Throughout this paper, unless otherwise stated, we 
will consider the following parametric completely generalized strongly nonlinear implicit quasi- 
variational inclusion problem (in short, PCGSNIQVIP): 
for each fixed A • F and f 6 H, find x(A) • H, u(A) 6 A(x(A), A), 
v(A) • S(x(X),)~), w(A) e C(,(A),A), p(A) • D(x(X),A), s(A) e (2.1) 
E(x(A),A), z(A) • F(x(A),A), n(A) 6 G(x(A),A), such that f • 
Y(u(A), v(A), A) - M(w(A),p(A), A) + W(s(A) - ra(n(A), A), z(A), A). 
Special Cases 
(I) If E = g : H x r --4 H is a single-valued mapping and G(2, A) -- x for all (x, A) e H x F, 
then the problem (PCGSNIQVIP) (2.1) is equivalent to the following parametric ompletely 
generalized nonlinear implicit quasi-variational inclusion problem: 
for each fixed A • F and f • H, find x(A) • H, u(A) • A(x(X),A), 
v(A) • B(x(A),A), w(A) • C(x(A),A), p(A) • D(x(A),A), z(A) • (2.2) 
F(x(A), A), such that (g - m)(x(A),A) - m(x(A), A)) 6 dom W(., z,A). 
f • N(u(A), v(A), )~) - M(w(A),p(A), )~) + W((g - rn)(x(A), A), z()O, A). 
Problem (2.2) was introduced and studied by Liu, Debnath, Kang and Ume [26]. 
If f = 0, M(x, y, A) = 0 for all (z, y, A) • H x H x F, m(x, A) ---- 0 and A(x, A) = B(x, A) = 
F(x, A) = x for all (x, A) • H x F, then problem (2.2) is equivalent to the following parametric 
generalized quasi-variational inclusion problems. 
For each fixed A • F, find x(A) • H, such that g(x(A), X) • domW(-, z, ~). 
0 • Y(x(),), x()~), X) + W(g(x(A), A), x(A), A). (2.3) 
Problem (2.3) was introduced and studied by Noor [24]. 
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If N(x, y, A) = N(x, A) and W(x, y, A) = W(x, A) for all (x, y, A) e H x H x F, problem (2.3) 
is equivalent to the following parametric generalized variational inclusion problem. 
For each fixed A • Y, find x(A) • H, such that g(x(A), A) • domW(., A), and 
0 • N(~(~), ~) + W(~(~(~), ~), A). (2.~) 
Problem (2.4) was introduced and studied by Adly [21]. 
(II) If 3' 
equivalent 
problem: 
= 0 and M(x, y, A) = 0 for all (x, y, A) • H x H x F, then the (PCGSNIQVIP) (2.1) is 
to the following parametric generalized nonlinear implicit quasi-variational inclusion 
for each fixed A E F, find x(A) E H, u(A) E A(x(A), A), v()~) E B(x()~), A), 
sCA) C E(x(A),A), z(A) • F(xCA),A), nCA) • G(x(A),A), such that 0 • (2.5) 
N(~(~), viA), ~) + W(s(~) - m(n(~), ~), z(~), ~). 
Problem (2.5) was introduced and studied by Ding [25]. 
If m(x, A) = G(x, A) = 0 and A(x, A) = S(x, A) = E(x, A) = F(x, A) = x for all (x, ~) • H x P, 
then problem (2.5) is equivalent to the following parametric generalized strongly nonlinear mixed 
quasi-variational inclusion problems. 
For each fixed A • F, find x(A) C H, such that 
0 • N(x(A), x(A), A) + W((x(A), x(A), 2,). (2.6) 
Problem (2.6) was introduced and studied by Agrawal, Cho and Huang [23]. 
If N(x, x, A) = T(x, A) for all (x, ~,) • H x F, where T : H × D , H is a nonlinear mapping, 
then problem (2.6) is equivalent to the following parametric nonlinear mixed quasi-variational 
inclusion problems. 
For each fixed A • r ,  find x(A) • H, such that 
0 • T(~(~), ~)+ wc(~(~), x(A), ~). (2.~) 
Problem (2.7) was introduced by Noor and Noor [22]. 
(III) I fW(x,y ,A)  = O~o(x,y,A) for all (x,y,A) • HxH×F, where ~ : HxHxF  ~ RU{+co} 
is a proper convex lower semicontinuous function with respect to the first argument and 0~(., y, A) 
denotes the subdifferential of function ~(., y, A) for each (y, A) 6 H×r ,  then (PCGSNIQVIP) (2.1) 
is equivalent to the following new problem: 
for each fixed A • F and f • H, find x(A) • H, u(A) e A(x(A),A), v(A) • 
B(x(A),A), w(A) • C(x(A),A), p()~) • D(x()k),~), s(A) • E(x(~),A), z(A) • 
F(x()~), A), n(.k) • C(x(A), ~), such that (E(H, ~) - m(H, ),)) N dom O~o(., y, ~,) ~ 0 and (2.8) 
(g(u(A), v(A), A) - M(w(A),p(A), A) - f, t - (s(A) - re(n(),), A))) >_ ~(s(A) - m(n(A), 
),), ~(),),),) - ~( t ,  ~(),),),), vt  • I-I. 
If E = g : H x F --~ H is a single-valued mapping, f = O, M(x, y, A) = 0, and N(x, y, )~) = 
Y(x ,y)  for all (x,y,A) • g x H x r, C(x,A) = D(x,A) = G(x,A) = m(x,A) = 0 for all 
(x, A) • H x D, K : H x F ~ 2 H is a multivalued mapping with nonempty closed convex values 
and T(x, y, A) = IK(v,~)(x) is the indicator function of K(y, A) in H x D defined by 
S 0, if x • K(y, A), 
IK(u,~) (~) i 4-00, if x ~ K(y,A), 
then problem (2.8) is equivalent to the following parametric generalized quasi-variational inequal- 
ity problem: 
for each fixed ~, e r,  find x(~.) • H: u(A) • A(x(A),A), v(A) • B(x()~), A), such that 
g(~,A) • K(x,A) and (g(u(A),v()~)),y-g(x,A)) > O, Vy • g(x,A).  (2.9) 
Problem (2.9) was introduced and studied by Salahuddin [11]. 
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If N(x, y) = x - y, then problem (2.9) reduces to the following problem: 
for each fixed A • r,  find x(A) • H, u(i)  • A(x(A), A), v(A) • B(x(A), A), such that (2.10) 
9(x,A) • K(x,A) and (u(A) -v (A) ,y  -g(x,A)> _ 0, Vy • K(x,A). 
Problem (2.10) was introduced by Ding and Luo [12]. 
In brief, for a suitable choice of mappings A, B, C, D, E, F, G, N, M, 9, m, the element f, and 
the space H, it is easy to see that the (PCGSNIQVIP) (2.1) includes a number of mathematical 
models studied in [17-26] and the references therein. 
Now, for each fixed A • F, the solution set of the (PCGSNIQVIP) (2.1) is denoted as 
S(A) = {x(A) • g : 3u(A) • A(x(A), A), v(A) 6 B(x(A),A), w(A) 6 C(x(A),A), 
p(A) E m(x(A), A), s(A) • E(x(A),A), z(A) E F(x(A),A), n(A) • G(x(A),A), such 
that f e N(u(A), v(A), A) - M(w(A),p(A), A) + W(s(A) - m(n(A), A), z(A), A)}. 
In this paper, our main aim is to study the behavior of the solution set S(A), and the conditions 
on these mappings A, B, C, D, E, F, G, N, M,  m under which the function S(A) is continuous 
or Lipschitz continuous with respect o the parameter A • F. 
Let us recall the following concept. Let T be a maximal monotone operator, then the resolvent 
operator jT  associated with T is defined by J-~p (u) = ( I+pT) - l (u )  for all u • H, where p > 0 
is a constant and I is the identity operator. 
From [29t, we know that if T is a maximal monotone operator, then the resolvent operator jT  
is a single-valued nonexpansive mapping. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let W : H x H x r be a maximal monotone mapping with respect o the first 
argument, for any fixed y • H, A • P, the implicit resolvent operator associated with W(.,y,A) 
is defined by JW("Y'~)(u) = (I + pW(., y, A)) -1 (u) for all u e H. 
LEMMA 2.1. For each fixed A • F, x(A) • H /s  a solution of the (PCGSNIQVIP) (2.1) ff and 
only if there exist u(A) • A(x(A), A), v(A) • B(x(A), A), w(A) • C(x(A), A), p(A) • D(x(A), A), 
s(A) • E(z(A), A), z(A) • F(x(A), ~), n(A) • G(x(A), A), such that the following relation holds: 
s(A) ---- m(n(A), A) + jw(.,~(~),A)(s(A) - m(n(A), A) - pN(u(A), v(A), A) + M(w(A), p(A), A) + p f) ,  
where p > 0 is a constant. 
PROOF. For each fixed A • F, let x(A) E H be a solution of the (PCGSNIQVIP) (2.1) with 
u(h) 6 A(x(A), A), v(A) • B(x(A), A), w(A) • C(x(l),  A), p(A) • D(x(A),A), s(A) • E(x(A), A), 
z(A) • F(x(A), l), and n(A) • G(z(A), A) if and only if 
f • N(u(A), v(A), A) -M(w(A),p(A),  A) + W(s(A) - m(n(A), A), z(A), A) 
<--> s(A) - m(n(A), A) - pN(u(A), v(A), A) + pM(wCA),p(A), A) + pf 
• (x + pw(.,  zCA), ~))(s(~) - m(~(~), A)) 
¢=~ s(~) - m(~(~), ~) 
= J~(,~(~),~)(s(~) - m(n(~), ~) - pN(~(~), ~(~), A) + pM(~(~), p(~), ~) + py) 
¢=~ ~(~) = m(n(~), ~) + J~('~(~)'~)(~(~) - m(~(~), ~) - pN(~(~), ~(~), ~) 
+ pM(w(A),p(A), A) + pf). 
This completes the proof. 
REMARK 2.1. Lemma 2.1 improves and extends Lemma 2.1 in [26], Theorem 3.1 in [25], Lem- 
ma 2.1 in [24]~ Lemma 2.1 in [23I, Lemma 3.1 in [21], Lemma 2.1 in [22], Lemma 3.1 in [12], 
Lemma 2.1 in [27]. 
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LEMMA 2.2. (See [28].) Let (X, d) be a complete metric space and T1, ]"2 : X , C(X)  be two 
set-valued contractive mappings with same contractive constant 0 E (0, 1), i.e., 
[-I(Ti(x),Ti(y))<Sd(x,y), Vx, yEX,  i=  1,2. 
Then 
1 
H(F(T1),  F(T2)) < ~ sup [-I(TI(z), T2(x)), 
- I -  ~) =ex  
where F(T1) and F(T2) are fixed-point sets ofT1 and T2, respectively. 
Now we recall some definitions needed later. 
DEFINITION 2.2. (See [25~26].) A set-valued mapping E : H x F : C(H) is said to be 
(i) ~-strongly monotone if there exists a constant 6 > O, such that 
( s l - s2 ,x -y )>6] [x -yH 2, V(x,y,A) eHxHxF ,  s leE(x ,A) ,  s2eE(y ,A) ;  
(ii) AE-Lipschitz continuous if there exists a constant AE > 0, such that 
I;I(E(x,~),E(y,X))<_AEIIx-YlI, V(z,y,~)eHxftxr; 
(iii) continuous f f for any ~ • X and given 6 > O, there exists a & > O, such that for any y • X 
~d IIz - Yll < ~, we have [Z(E(=, ~), E(~, ~)) < 6, V~ e r .  
DEFINITION 2.3. (See [25,26].) Let A : H x r ~ C(H)  be a set-wlued mapping and iV : 
H x H x r ----, H be single-valued mapping. 
(i) N(u, v, A) is said to be a-strongly monotone with respect to A in the first argmnent if 
there exists a constant a > O, such that 
<N( . , ,  v, ~) - N( -2 , - ,  ~), = - ~> _> ~11= - ~11 ~, 
V(x ,y ,v ,A)•HxHxHxr ,  uz•A(x ,A) ,  u2•A(y ,A) .  
(ii) N(u, v, A) is said to be fl-Lipschitz continuous in the first argument ff there exists a 
constant fl > O, such that 
IlN(u,,v,~)-N(u=,v,A)ll<_~llu~-u=ll, ¥(x,y,v,A)~HxHxHxr. 
(iii) N(u, v, A) is said to be 6-generalized pseudocontractive with respect to A in the first 
argument if there exists a constant e > O, such that 
<N(u,, v, A) - N(u2, v, ,k) ,x - y) < 611= - yll 2, 
V(x ,y ,v ,A)•HxHxHxr ,  u lEA(x ,A) ,  u2•A(y ,A) .  
In a similar way~ we can define the {-Lipschitz continuity of N(u, v, A) in the second argument. 
We also need the following condition for the implicit resolvent operator jw(.,~,x). 
ASSUMPTION 2.1. There is a constant i~ > O, such that 
JW(" ) ' ) (w)  - JW( ' " ) ' ) (w)  -< ~,11~, - ,,If, 
for a l lV(u,v,w,A) • H x H x H x r.  
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3. MAIN  RESULT 
THEOREM 3.1. Let A,B ,C ,D ,E ,F ,G  : H × F ~ C(H) be set-valued mappings such that 
A, B, C, D, E, F, and G are AA-Lipschitz continuous, As-Lipschitz continuous, Ac-Lipschitz 
continuous, AD-Lipschitz continuous, AE-Lipschitz continuous, AF-Lipschitz continuous, sad 
AG-Lipsclntz con~inuous~ respectively. Let E : H x r ---* C(H)  be 6-strongly monotone and 
m : H x F ---* H be v-Lipschitz continuous. Let N : H x H x r ~ H be a-strongly monotone 
with respect o A and fl-Lipschitz continuous in the first argument and ~-Lipschitz continuous in 
the second argument. Let M : H x H x ~ ~ I-I be generalized pseudocontractive with respect 
to C in the first argument with constant a and 7-Lipschitz continuous in the first argument and 
~--Lipschitz continuous in the second argument. Let W : H x H x F , 2 H be such that for 
each fixed (z, A) 6 H x r ,  w( . ,  z, A) : H , 2 H is a maximal monotone mapping satisfying 
(E(H,A) - m(g,A)) ~ domW(. ,z ,A)  ~ 0. Suppose Assumption 2.1 holds and there exists a 
constant p > 0, such that 
k = 2%/1 - 2& + A~ + #AF + 2yAa, k + p(~AB + fAD) < 1, 
~AB 4- "tAD > flAA 4- qAc, 
+ (~AB + ~AD)(1 -- k) + ~/[(;~AA + ~C)  = -- (~B + ~A~)~] (2k -- k2), 
-- ~ + (~A.  + .AD)(k  - l )  
- (E~ ~ ~-~hr: ~-~ ~-jD~ 
(3.1) 
X/[~ - a + (()~B + ~'Ao)(k - 1)] 2 - [(flAA + 7Ac) 2 - (~AB + fAD) ~] (2k - k 2) 
< 
(fl~A + 7Ac) 2 - (~As + tAD)= 
Then, for A E F, we have the following: 
(1) the solution S(A) of the (PCCSNIQWP) (2.1) ~ nonempty; 
(2) s(A) ~ a clo~ed set ~n tX 
PROOF. 
(1) Define a set-valued mapping K : H x F ,2  H by 
K(x, A) = U ix - s(A) + m(n(k),  A) 
~eA(=,X), ~EB(=,X), ~eC(=,~), 
pe D(=,A). ~c E(=.A), zCF(=,A), ncC(z,~) 
+jw<.,,<x),x) (s(A) - m(n(A), A) - pN(u(A), v(A), A) + pM(w(A), p(A), A) + #/ ) ] ,  
V(x,A) 6 H x r .  
For any (x, A) • g x F, since A(x, A), B(x, A), C(x, A), D(x, A), E(x, A), F(x, A), G(~, A) • C(H), 
m and E W(''z'x) are continuous, we have K(x, A) • C(H).  Now for each fixed A • F, we prove that 
g(x,  A) is a set-valued contractive mapping. For any (x, A), (y,)~) • H x F and any a • K(x, A), 
there exist ul • A(x,A), vl • B(x,A), w, • C(m,A), Pl • D(m,A), sl • E(x,~), zl • F(z,A),  
nl 6 G(x, A), such that 
a = z - Sl + m(nl, A) + gW(.,,,,x)('1 - m(nl, A) - pY(Ul, el, A) + pM(wx,pl, A) + pi) .  
Since A(y,A), B(y, A), C(y, A), D(y,A), E(y, A), F(y, A), C(y, A) • C(H), so there exist u2 • 
A(y, A), v2 • S(y, A), w2 • C(y, A), p= • D(y, A), s2 • E(y, A), z2 • f (y ,  A), n2 • G(y, A), such 
that 
II~x - ~211 -</- t (A(x,  A), A(y,  A)), 
I1~' - "211 -< [--I(B(x, A), B(y, A)), 
IIw~ - w=ll _< @(C(:~, A), C(y,  A)), 
(3.2) 
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Let 
l ip, - p2 II -< /~(D(x ,  A), D(y, A)), 
II~z - ~211 ~ ~(~(~,  A),E(y,  X)), 
Ilzx - z2 II --- ~(F (x ,  ~), F(y ,  X)), 
[In1 - n211 </~(G(~,  ;~), G(V, A)), 
(3.~)(co~t.) 
b = y - s2 + m(n2,A) + JW("~'a)(s~ - m(nz, )0 - pN(u~,vz,A) +pM(w~,l~, A) + p.f); 
then we have b ~ K(y, A). It follows that 
I1~ -b l l  = ]l x - ~1 + m(~l, ~) + j w(.,,,,~)(~ _ m(~l, ~) - pN(~x,~x, ~) 
+ pM(w~,px, A) + pf) 
- [u - ~ + m(,,2,~,) + j~I., ,~,~)(~ _ ,,,(,,~,~,) 
--- i Iz - v - (sx - s~)ll + [ [m(n l , ,~)  - m(n~,  X)II 
--d~W("~a'X) (s2 -- ra(n2, A ) -  pN(u2,vz,X)+ pM(w2,p2, A)+ "Y>II 
Since E is 6-strongly monotone and AB-Lipschitz continuous, we have 
II~: -v i i  2 - 2< $1 - -  $2 ,  x - -  Y> -}-I1~ -- S~II 2 
I" 
IIx - vii ~ - 2~11~ - vii 2 + [H(E(x, )0, E(y, A) ) ]  , 
IIx - yll 2 - 2~llx - vii ~ + ~211~ - vii ~, 
(1 - 2~ + ~)  IIz - yll ~. 
and k,v-Lipschitz continuity of G, we obtain 
~llnl - '~ll -< rt~(G(~, ~,), O(V, ~,)) _< WXo Ilx - ull- 
I1~ - Y - ($1 - -  s2)l[ 2 = 
By the r/-Lipschitz continuity of m 
l ira(m, ~) - m(n~, ~)II -< 
From the definition of jw(.,z,a) and Assumption 2.1, we have 
- ffw("'z'x)(82 - re(n2, A) - pN(u~, v2, A) + pM(w2,p2, A) + p f) 
< a~¢, ' , ,~(~l  - -~(-~, ~) - pN(~,  ~,  ~) + pM(,o~,pl ,  ~) + pf )  
-a~( , " ,~)  (~ - -~(~, ~) - oN(~,  ~2, ~) + pM(m,  p~, ~) + p f )  
+ JW("z"a)(s2 - re(n2, A) - pN(u2, v2, A) + pM(w2,p~, A) + Pl)  
_ jw(. , , , ,x)  (s2 - re(n2, A) - pU(u2, v2, A) + pM(w2, P2, A) + PI) 
_ Hsl - re(n1, A) - pN(Ul,Vl,A) + pM(wl,pl,A) +pf  
- (82 - r.(,~2,.~) - oN( ,~,v~,  ~,) + pM(~,W,  ~,) + V/)ll + UlI'~ - ~11 
-< I I~-v -  (sl -s2) l l  + I I z -u -  p[N(u , ,v l ,~)  -N(u2 , , ,~ ,~)  
- M(~I ,p l ,  X) + M(~o=,p l ,  ~)3 II + P l lg (~2,  v l ,  ~)  - g(u2, v2, ~)II 
+ PlIM(~2, pl,  ~) - M(~,  p~, ~)11 + l ie (m,  ~) - re(n2, A)II + ~llzx - z211. 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
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Since N(u, v, A) is a-strongly monotone with respect o A and fl-Lipschitz continuous in the first 
argument and A is AA-Lipschitz continuous, M is generalized pseudocontractive with respect to C 
in the first argument with constant cr and -y-Lipschitz continuous in the first argument and C is 
Ac-Lipschitz continuous. 
II • -- y -- p [g (u l ,  vl ,  ~) - N(u2,  vl, ~) - M(wl ,  p, ,  ~) + M(w2, pl ,  ~)] Ir 
= t1= - ~112 - 2KN(~I ,  ~1, ~) - Y (~,  v~, ~), = - ~> 
+ 2p(M(wt,pt, A) - M(w2,pl, A), x - y) 
+ p2[[N(ul, vt, A) - N(u2, Vl, A) - M(wl,pl, A) + M(w2,pl, ),)[[2 (3.7) 
-< tl= - yl l  ~ - ~pa l l *  - yl l  ~ + 2p~l l=  - yll 2 + P2(~A + 7~c) l l~  - yl l  2 
= (1 - 2p(a  - a ) )  + p2(~AA + 7~c)211~ - yll 2. 
By the Ay-Lipschitz continuity of F, we have 
I1", - z211 --< ZT(V(x ,  X),V(y,~)) < XFII  • - -Y l I "  (3.8) 
By the ~-Lipschitz continuity of N(u, v, ~) in the second argument and As-Lipschitz continuity 
of B, we have 
[[g(u2,vl, A)-N(u2,v2,A)[[ _< ~[]Vl -v2H <_ ~[I(B(x,A),B(y,~)) <_ ~ABIIx-y[[. (3.9) 
Since M is ~--Lipschitz continuous with respect o the second argument and Az)-Lipschitz conti- 
nuity of D, we obtain that 
[[M(w2,pl,A) - M(w2,p2, A)]] <_ T[[pl --P2[] < T[-I(D(x,A),D(y,A)) <_ TAD[Ix --y[]. (3.10) 
Combining (3.3)-(3.10), we obtain 
Ila -bll ___ (2~/1 - 2,~ + X~ + 2,7Ac + uX~ + -,/i : 2p(a -  ,~) ÷ ~(#XA + ~,:~c) = 
+p(~X.  + rX~, ) )  I1= - ~11 = (~ + ~(P))l l= - ~11 = all= - yll, 
where 
k = 2¢1 - 2~ + A~ + #AF + 2~/A~, t(p)) = VII - 2p(a -- a) + p2(/3AA + ~/Ac) 2 +p(~AB +'rAp), 
and 0 = k + t(p). 
It follows from condition (3.1) that 0 < 1. Then, we have 
d(a,K(y,A)) -- inf I l a -  ~l[ < ~ l l~-y l l .  
Since a • K(x, A) is arbitrary, we have 
sup d(a,g(y,A)) <_ O[[x-y[]. 
a~K(x,),) 
By using the same argument~ we can prove 
sup d(K(z,)O,b) < o11~ - yll. 
~KC~,X) 
By the definition of the Hausdorff metric ~r on C(H), we obtain that for aU (x, y, ~) ~ H x H x r ,  
~(K(x, ~), K(y, ~)) < Ollx - yll. That is K(x, A) is a set-valued contractive mapping which is 
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uniform with respect to A • r. By a fixed-point theorem of Nedler [28], for each A • r, K(x, A) 
has a fixed point z(A) ~ H, i.e., ~(A) • K(~,A). By the definition of K and Lemm~ 2.1, 
z(A) • S(A) is solution of problem (2.1) and so S(A) ~ ~ for each A ~ r. 
(2) For each A • r, ~ {~.} c S(A) and z. ~ ~0 as n --4 oo. Then we have =~ ~ ~(~., A) for 
all n = 1, 2, .... By the proof of Conclusion 1, we have 
9(~(x , , , ,~) ,  K(~o, ~))  ___ o11~. - ~o11. 
It follows that 
d(=o, K(~o, ~)) _< IIx. - ~oll + ~(K(~., ~), KO:o, ~)) _< (Z + e)ll~. - ~oll ---* O, 
~ B "----', (X). 
Hence, we have zo E K(zo, A) and xo E S(A). Therefore, S(A) is a closed that in H. | 
THEOREM 3.2. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1, farther assume 
(i) for any z • H, A, , A(x, A), A, , B(z, A), ~,, , C(z, A), A ~ D(x, A), A ~-* E(z, A), 
A, , F(z,A), A, , G(z,A), andA~--~m(z,A) aroLipsehitzcontinuous (or continuous) 
with IApschit~ consf~anf~ t A, tB, tC, t V, t.m ~ F, tO, and tin, respective/y; 
(ii) for any u,v,w,p,z,s E H, A, , N(u,v,A), A , , M(w,p,A), A . , J~(""x)(s) are 
Lipschitz continuous (or continuous) with I_dpsehitz constants iN, t M, t j, respectively. 
Then ~e solutJon set S(A) of the (PCGSNIQVIP) (2.1) is a LJpschitz continuous (or contJnu- 
ous) mapping from r to H. 
PROOF. For any A, A • r, it follows from Theorem 3.1 that S(A) and S(A) are both nonempty 
closed subset. By the proof of Theorem 3.1, K(z, A), K(x, A) are both set-valued contractive 
mappings with same contraction constant 0 • (0,1). By Lemma 2.2, we have 
1 
t~(S(A),S(~)) _ ~ sup/~ (K(x, A), K (x, A)). (3.11) 
-- zEH 
Taki~ any a • K(x,~), ~ ~ ,,(~) ~ A(~:,~), ,(~) e B(x,~),  ~(~) • C(x,~), p(~) • 
D(~, X), ~(~) ~ E(~, ~), ~(~) ~ F(~, X), .(~) ~ ~(~,~), .u~ that 
a = ~ - ~(~) + .~(,~(~), ~) 
(3.12) 
+JW("z(A)'A) [s(),) -- m(n(A), A) - pN(u(A),v(A), A) 4- pM(w(A),p(A), A) + p f]. 
It is easy to see that there exist u(~) • A(z, ~t), v(X) • B(z, X), w(X) • C(z, X), p(~) • O(z, A), 
8(A) 6 E(x, A), z(A) 6 F(x, ~), n(A) • G(x, ~), sudl that 
Let 
(.X)ll 
,,, (.x) II 
Ilp( )- p (x) It 
-, (x) II 
(X)ll 
,,. II 
<.q (A(~,~),A (x,X)), 
< * (B(=, ~), B (~, X)), 
< # (c(=,~), v (~, x)), 
<.#(D(=,~),D (~,x)), 
< ~ (E(=, ~), E (x, ~)), 
<_ ~(F(~,~) ,F  (~,~)), 
< ~(C(~,~),C(~, i ) ) .  
b = =-s  (X)+ m (n (~),~) + jy(.,x(~),~) 
• (s (X) - m ( .  (X),~) - pS (~ (X) ,~ (X),~) + pM (w (X),p (~),~) + pS) ; 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
then b E K(z, A). 
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By the Lipschitz continuity of E in A C F, we have 
By the Lipschitz continuity of m and C in ), E F, we have 
< ~ Ib(~) - ~ (~)l] + ~ Ib - ~ll, (3.16) 
_< ,~ (c(~, ~/,G (=, ~)) + ~ I I~ -  ~ll, 
-< (¢o  + ~) I1~ - X]l. 
By the Lipschitz continuity of N(u, v, A), we have 
]]N(u(A), v(A), X)-  N (u (A),v (A),A)ii 
< ]iN(u(~), v(A), A) - N (u (A), v(X), A)]] 
+ maN (u (X), v(A), A) - N(u(~), v(),), A)I I 
-F BIN (u (A),v (A), X) - N (u (~),v (A), A)i1 (3.17) 
-< ~ I1~(~) - ~ (x)II ÷ z I1,(~) - ~ (x)II + ~ I1~- Xll, 
By the Lipschitz continuity of M(w,p, X), we have 
tBM(w(X),p(A), A) - M (w (~),p (X), A)16 
-< i] M (w(A), p(A), A) - M (w (X), p()~), A)ii 
+ ii M (w (A),p(A), X) - M (w (X),p (X),x)i i (3.18) 
+ ]IM (w (X),p(X),A) -M(w (X),p(A),X)I i
-- ~ lb (~)  - ~ (X)LI + ,  I1~(~) - ~ (x)II + ~F I1~ - Xll, 
By the Lipschitz continuity of F, we have 
I1"(~)- ~ (X)ll-< ~ (F(x,A),F (x, X)) _< ~ I1~- Xll. (3.19) 
In view of (3.12)-(3.19), we obtain that 
I la - bll _< I1~¢~') -~  (~)11 + IIm(n(~'), ~') - '~ ('~ (X),X)II 
+ jw(.,~(~),~)(s(X) - m(n(A), X) - pN(u(A), v(~), A) + pM(w(A), p(A), X) + p f) 
- ~¢ ,'(~),~) (~(~) -m (~ (~),x) -~N (~(x) ,~(~) ,~)  
+pM (w(X),p(X) ,~) + pf) 
- ~,~ I1~' - Xll + ( ,¢~ + ~,,,)I1~' - Xll 
-t-[] jw(..z(,x),~)(s(A) - m(n(X), A) - pN(u(A), vCA), X) 4-pMCwCX), p(A), ~) + p f) 
_ jw(.,~(x),~) (s (A) - m (n (A),A) - pg (u (A),v (X),A) 
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+ 
+pM (w (A),p (A),A) + pf) 
- +~(,=(~),~) ( (~) -m (n (~),~)-pN (~(~),,~ (~),~,) 
+ + + +  ,s)II ,-I-pM 
+ +~("~(~)'~)(s(~)-m(,~(.~),~)-.~v(.(~),~(~,),~) 
+pM (w (A) ,p (A),A) + pf) 
- ~("=(~)'~) (~(x) -m (,~ (~),x) - ~ (~(~),~(x),x) 
+pM(w(X),p(X),X) +p]) i 
< 2(~. + ,e~ + e~)I I~-  xll + ~ Hg(~(~),,(~), ~) - g (~ (X),~ (X),~)11 
+ p IIM(w(A),p()~),A) - M (w (A),p (A),A)II + ~ IIz(A) - z (A)II ÷ £~ II A - All 
+ ~-) + ~ + ~+] II~- ~II 
=-- ~ IIA- Xll, 
Then, we obtain 
sup d(a,K(x,A)) :<AII>,-XlI, 
a~K(x,A) 
By using a similar argument as above, we have 
sup ~(K(~,~) ,~)<~I I~-~I I  ~(=,x) 
It follows that 
By Lemma 2.2, 
[t (K(=,)Q,K (x,A)) ~AIIA-~II. 
A 
/~(sc~) ,s (x ) ) ___ ,  e l l~-X l l  
This proves that S(A) of the (PCGSNIQVIP) (2.1) is a Lipschitz continuous in A E F. If each 
mapping in Conditions (i) and (ii) is assumed to be continuous in A E F, then by similar argument 
as above, we can show that S(A) is also continuous in A 6 F. This completes the proof. | 
REMARK 3.1. Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 extend, improve, and unify the corresponding results 
in [1B-27]. 
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